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THE 37 MAGIC SELLING QUESTIONS 

By Orvel Ray Wilson, CSP 

Asking questions is the second most important selling skill after prospecting.  
Yet many salespeople blather on about features and benefits, instead of 
asking questions and listening.  

! WHY ASK LOTS OF QUESTIONS? 

There are lots of reasons why salespeople should ask more questions.   

It forces you to focus all of your attention on your prospect.  Other people or 
conversations in the vicinity won’t distract you. 

Your prospect will feel flattered that you’ve given them your undivided attention.  The 
greatest reward we can offer customers is to pay attention to them.  

You’ll hear details about their buying strategy and motivation that you otherwise would 
have missed.  When you can isolate the process they use to buy, you gain an edge.  

You’ll be able to identify and isolate the prospect’s criteria words, which are the secret 
weapon that unlocks the sale.  

You’ll pick up on subtle buying signals that tell you when this particular prospect is 
ready to sign.  One of the most frequent mistakes salespeople make is talking past the 
point when the customer is ready to buy.  

! WHY SALESPEOPLE DON’T ASK? 

The most common reason is the fear that the prospect will say “No,” but other factors 
also discourage salespeople from asking questions. 

They’re certainly more comfortable talking about their products, services, and their 
favorite topic of all, themselves.   

Sometimes they’re just grateful for a chance to speak, after standing around for hours in a 
shop, the opportunity to speak finally presents itself, and they just unload.  

Some may feel that asking too many questions will make the prospect feel like they’re 
being probed, perhaps by an alien from outer space. Actually, people are flattered when 
we take an interest. 

It takes time, and some salespeople are so busy and rushed that they just can’t be 
bothered. 
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But perhaps the most common reason salespeople don’t ask good questions is simply that 
they don’t know how.  No one has ever taught them what questions to ask.  This book is 
the solution.  

! ONE QUESTION YOU SHOULDN’T ASK 

“May I help you?”  The knee-jerk reaction to this one is, of course, “No, just looking.”  
This customer is telling you point blank, “Leave me alone. I just want to browse a bit.” 

In this case, watch the customer from a safe distance, and wait for them to settle on one 
item or department, like a butterfly.  Then you can approach and begin asking questions. 
“Would you like to try that on?” might be appropriate, or “Is that the right size for you?” 

You can ask, “Is there something special I can help you find?” Then direct them to the 
appropriate department.  Or you can ask, “Have you ever been in our store before?”  If 
the answer is “No,” then explain, “Women’s dresses are over here, children’s clothes 
over there, men’s wear is near the back, etc.”  If the answer is “Yes,” then say, “Then you 
already know that women’s dresses are over here, children’s clothes over there, men’s 
wear is near the back,” etc. 

A simple “Good morning. How are you today?” delivered with a smile, will often suffice 
to break the ice.   

! VOCAL MIRRORING 

This simple technique is an easy way to generate questions, and an easy way to gain 
rapport.  Just take a word from their sentence and repeat it as a question. 

“Repeat it as a question?” 

Yes, you get the idea. 

“Why is this a good idea?” 

Because it makes the customer feel heard and understood. 

“It makes them feel understood?” 

Absolutely. When they hear their own words repeated back as a question, they know 
you’re listening. 

“So when I repeat their words, they know I’m listening?” 

Yes.  You get the idea.   

For example, if the customer says, “I’m looking for a gift for my daughter.”  Reply with 
the question, “What sort of gift do you think your daughter would enjoy?” 

This technique is particularly helpful when dealing with an angry or upset customer.   
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! THE 37 MAGIC SELLING QUESTIONS 

I’ve developed a list of the 37 most powerful questions salespeople can ask.  I call them 
“The 37 Magic Selling Questions” for two reasons.  First, because there are 37 of them, 
and second, because they really are magical.    

Imagine if you had a magic potion that you could spritz in the air like perfume, that 
would make every prospect tell you exactly what they want to buy, exactly why they want 
to buy it, when they’ll buy it, what’s motivating them, who your competitors are, and 
how much money they plan to spend?  You’d be pumping that stuff into the air 
conditioning ducts.   

You hold just such a potion in your hands right now.  Asking these questions, in more-or-
less this order, will magically make your prospect tell you everything you need to close 
the sale.   

Even if you’ve had no formal sales training, these questions automatically take a prospect 
all the way through the critical parts of the selling process, just by asking questions.  

1.  What is your main objective?   

Every prospect has something they want to accomplish.  They want to solve a problem, 
make a loved one happy, or look good to their boss.  When you understand what your 
prospect is trying to achieve, you can align your proposal with their intent. 

The answer to this question will give you some insight into their most fundamental 
motivation.   

2.  How do you plan to achieve that goal?    

Your offering may already fit into their plans.  As a vendor, you may be only one small 
cog in their grand machine.  Discover their plan and show your prospect how you can 
help them fulfill it. If so, your prospect will close themselves. 

3.  What is the biggest problem you currently face?   

It’s easier to sell the solution to a problem than it is to sell a feature or a benefit.  So find 
out what big problem your customer is facing, and position your offering as a solution.  
You may find that their biggest problem has nothing to do with your product or service.  
In that case, try to be of service to them in whatever way you can.  Solve it and you’ll be 
a big hero. 

4.  What other problems do you experience?   

You may not be able to solve their biggest problem, so find others that you can solve.  
Once you become a trusted resource, they will go out of their way to buy from you again. 

5.  What are you doing currently to deal with this? 
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6.  What is your strategy for the future?   

Your prospect’s thinking moves along a trajectory.  These two questions, taken together, 
tell you where your prospect is headed.   

7.  What other ideas do you have?   

This question creates additional opportunities for your customer to think out loud, and 
brainstorm reasons to justify their purchase. 

8.  What role do others play in creating this situation?   

It’s very helpful to know who is in the Decision Making Unit; that is, the circle of people 
who have influence in the decision.  Anyone who is contributing to the problem may be a 
potential adversary. This question will reveal them. 

9.  Who else is affected?  Anyone affected by the problem is a potential ally.  Recruit 
them.  

10.  What are you using now? 

11.  What do you like most about it? 

12.  What do you like least about it? 

These three questions, taken as a group, will elicit the customer’s Criteria Words. 
Always ask them as a group.   

Question 10 tells you what they’re buying, from whom, and for how much, revealing both 
the Need and the Budget.   

Question 11 gives you their Critical Buying Criteria.  Your offering must be equivalent 
in these areas just to be considered.  This also tells you the Process they use to make a 
decision.   

Question 12 tells you where the competitor is vulnerable.  If you can offer your prospect 
everything they like most, and fix the things they like least, now they have a justification 
to change. 

13.  If you could have things any way you wanted, what would you change?   

This question inoculates their natural resistance to change.  It also allows them to explore 
possibilities. It’s very compelling when you can make a person’s dream come true. 

14.  How will this affect the present situation?   

At this point, you’re building a picture in the prospect’s mind of them using the product, 
benefiting from it, and enjoying it.  Energizing that image helps trigger optimistic 
feelings.  
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15.  What would motivate you to change?   

This question sets up the Rationale they will use to justify the change, reducing their 
resistance. Now we’re filling in the colors of that aspirational image of the future.  

16.  Do you have a preference?   

This is a very simple way to help a customer make informed choices.  By learning about 
their tastes and prejudices in advance, you can suggest appropriate alternatives.  This 
questions unmasks what their leanings.  This is also an effective way to close.  By 
offering the customer two or three alternates and asking this question. 

17.  What has been your experience?   

If they’ve had a bad experience with the competitor you may be able to exploit it.  If 
they’ve had a positive experience, you can build on that confidence. If they’ve had a bad 
experience with you, you need to know about it and fix it. 

18.  How do you know?   

And you have to be very careful of the tone when you ask this one.  You don’t want it to 
be “How do you know?”  Sometimes they really don’t know.  Find out where they got 
their information.  You may be able to show them documentation or proof to substantiate 
your position. 

19.  Is there anything else you’d like to see?   

This open-ended question encourages them to brainstorm additional options and may 
reveal additional opportunities. When a restaurant wait staff is trained to ask this simple 
question, their average check increases by 10 to 20 percent, and so do their tips.   

20.  How much would it be worth to you to solve this problem?  

and 

21.  What would it cost, ultimately, if things remained as they are?   

These two questions set up the cost-justification or the business case for the investment.  
Question 20 tells you the most they should be willing to pay, while question 21 tells you 
the least they should be willing to pay.  If they didn’t have a budget before, at least now 
you have a working range.  

22.  Are you working within a budget?   

If so, they should reveal it here.  If not, you have the necessary data to create one.  A 
budget is the best validation of commitment. 

23.  How do you plan to finance it?  Where is the money going to come from?  Can you 
offer financing? 
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24.  What alternatives have you considered? Don’t be naive.  They’re talking to the 
competition.  It is perfectly appropriate to ask, even if they decline to say.   

25.  What benefit would you personally realize as a result? People do things for their 
reasons, no matter how good your reasons might be. 

26.  How would others benefit?  The answer to this question appeals to their altruism, 
while creating a rationale for what may ultimately be a selfish decision. 

27.  How can I help?  This is easily the most powerful question in the list. 

28.  Is there anything I’ve overlooked?  This gives you a chance to tie up any loose ends 
that might trip you up later on. 

29.  Are there any questions you’d like to ask?  Encourage your prospect to get all their 
questions answered here and now. 

30.  What do you see as the next step?  The prospect will tell you what you need to do to 
advance the sale: write up an order, check on a specification, make a presentation to a 
committee, or nothing. 

31.  Who else, beside yourself, will be involved in making the decision?  Always assume 
they may be a behind-the-scenes influence.   

32.  On a scale of 1 to 10, how confident do you feel doing business with us?  What 
would it take to get that up to a 10?  This two-part question will tell you exactly what 
forms of proof they will require.  If they say, “8,” then ask, “What would it take to get to 
a 9?”  If they say “10” start writing the order. 

33.  Are you working against a particular deadline? 

34.  How soon would you like to start? 

35.  When would you like to take delivery?  These are all time-frame questions.  
Remember, if they’re not motivated by some time frame, they probably will not buy, at 
least not now. 

36.  When should we get together to discuss this again?  It’s likely that you won’t be able 
to close the deal on the first contact, or even the second or third.  Let them schedule the 
next meeting. Their response is the best indication of their motivation to move forward. 

37.  Is there anything else you’d like for me to take care of?  We leave far too much 
money on the table because we do not ask this simple parting question.   
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Orvel Ray Wilson, CSP is an award-winning international speaker and best-selling co-
author of the legendary “Guerrilla Selling” series.  Contact him at 
www.guerrillagroup.com   


